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shop talk

Mineral Table is the first in
a new line of furnishings
from ABC Worldwide Stone.

BEYOND THE SURFACE
M
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able to deliver work that translates
my vision exceptionally well,” he says.
In the past, the artist collaborated
with ABC to produce “Hero,” a 13-foot
statue presented as a gift from Italy
to the U.S., which is now on display in
Manhattan’s Bryant Park. Mineral Table,
and others in the new APS line, will be
introduced at the White Box Studio, a
gallery currently under construction
for its public unveiling early next year
at the ABC headquarters in Greenpoint,
Brooklyn. The collection will include
work from other top designers, and
introductions will occur at two-month
intervals in 2016. abcworldwidestone
.com —Judy Ostrow

MOVING PICTURES
WEBER FINE ART gallery is a well-known  
source for 20th-century Modern
Masters and Contemporary art. Patrons
include art collectors—private and
corporate—and interior designers.
Now, Weber is relocating its storefront
gallery. After more than five years on
the Post Road in Greenwich, the owners
are setting up shop at 12 Havemeyer
Place. weberfineart.com —Garvin Burke
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Richard Hartlage takes readers into some of the
most sophisticated gardens in the country

A

s winter approaches and the gardeners among
us put away the trowel and gloves, it’s a great
time to survey the latest crop of books to prepare
for the 2016 growing season. Happily, on this year’s fall/
winter list of garden offerings is a new release from
multiyear A-List Awards judge RICHARD HARTLAGE, who’s
a principal, along with coauthor Sandy Fischer, of the
pair’s Seattle-based and nationally acclaimed landscape
firm, Land Morphology. The Authentic Garden: Naturalistic
and Contemporary Landscape Design (The Monacelli Press,
$50) is a celebration of America’s best professionally
designed gardens, both public and private. This survey
of more than sixty gardens includes many never-beforepublished examples of the work of such renowned
designers and firms as Andrea Cochran, Steve Martino,
Hoerr Schaudt, Christine Ten Eyck and Thomas Woltz.
Organized into thematic chapters that trace the history
of various landscape design movements and their current
influence, the book shows how today’s best garden projects
embrace complexity and depth, with an evolved aesthetic
that reinforces function, intellectual content, ecological
strategies and immersive experiences—all contributing to
the emotional appeal of these landscapes. This beautiful
and informative volume should be on the short list for any
passionate gardener. –Judy Ostrow
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arble, granite and limestone
have been materials of choice
for walls, floors and countertops
for more than a decade. But thanks
to a new program from ABC WORLDWIDE
STONE, you’ll be seeing more stone
in home furnishings applications.
For years, the Brooklyn-based
firm has been a go-to source for
renowned sculptors, as well as toptier, internationally known architects
and designers. Now the firm is
taking another step to promote the
use of stone as an artistic medium.
It’s launched a PRODUCT LINE to
demonstrate the creative potential of
this natural material. The first offering,
Mineral Table, is a collaborative effort
with celebrated Italian architect and
designer Antonio Pio Saracino. Made
of the world’s purest Blue de Savoie
marble, the work will be produced in
a limited edition of 12, all individually
stamped and numbered. Mineral Table
is the first piece in a series of furniture
called APS FOR ABC. Saracino is excited
to be the first designer to launch the
program. “I have challenged ABC with
my design, and they have always been

